Abstract: A method to structure the Jones quaternion utilizing Pauli matrices is proposed, improving the quaternion theory of polarization optics. It is proved that the Stokes quaternion is the double product of the Jones quaternion and its Hermitian transpose and that the rotation axis of the output three-adjacent-point Stokes quaternions is a mapping from the rotation axis of the three-adjacent-reflection-point Stokes quaternions in the optical fiber and that the rotation angle among the output three adjacent points is the doubleness of the rotation angle among the three adjacent reflection points in the optical fiber. The three-point quaternion method to measure birefringence distribution is proposed and implemented, the experimental result shows that the average birefringence is 0.263/m in the fiber under test, and the corresponding average beat length is 26 m. We also demonstrated the paraxial approximate quaternion Baker-CampbellHausdorff formula of exponential quaternions multiplying for cascaded optical components; then, a quaternion interpolation method to estimate the error of birefringence measurement is proposed, and the relative error calculated was less than 5%. The previously cited works indicate that the quaternion algorithm is very effective in the research of the polarization in optical fibers.
Introduction
It is well known that, because of non-circular cross-section, mechanical stress, and bending in optical fibers, single-mode optical fibers become birefringent mediums [1] . This birefringence will influence the performances of optical fiber rings in the fiber optic gyroscopes and fiber optic current sensors seriously [2] , [3] and act as a major factor for the polarization mode dispersion [4] , [5] . Furthermore, birefringence can cause crosstalk, polarization instability and other problems in the polarization multiplexing optical fiber communication systems. Therefore, the accurate measurement of the local birefringence distribution is a significant work.
The relationship between birefringence and the bending radius of the optical fiber was reported by R. Ulrich et al. under no axial stress situation [6] , and the average birefringence due
Quaternion Polarization Optics
In this article, the quaternion method is equivalent to one pair of transformation. A 2 Â 2 matrix can be decomposed as follows:
where
It is a matrix vector composed by three Pauli matrices. We can construct a quaternion (represented by Edward Script ITC font) using the parameters a 0 and A ¼ ½a x ; a y ; a z T in (1) . It can be written as
where i ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi À1 p ,î;ĵ;k are the unit vectors of three coordinates x ; y ; z in Cartesian coordinate system, respectively. Then, such a matrix will correspond with a quaternion
The decomposition of (1) is unique; thus, the constructed quaternion is unique, but they are not equal. It can be proven that the constructed quaternion not only satisfy the rule of quaternion operations, but also has a significant rule that the operation results is equivalent for all analytical matrices and theirs corresponding quaternions. Therefore, there is an equivalence theorem: if an operation to make ½B ¼ f f½Ag, certainly B ¼ f fA g, and vice versa.
Accordingly, the vectors or matrix can be rewritten as quaternion for calculations, and then the results can be transformed back to the vectors or matrices. This method will change the complex matrix operations into simple quaternion algebras. The basic idea of quaternion polarization optics is shown in Fig. 1 .
The concepts and algebraic algorithms of quaternion can be found in the relevant literatures. In this paragraph, the correspondences between quaternion and some of the basic concepts in polarization optics will be discussed as follows.
Quaternion Description for Jones Vector
According to the wave theory of light, the polarized light field can be described by Jones vector J ¼ ½ _ E x ; _ E y T [19] . In order to find a corresponding quaternion, the Jones vector can be written as an equivalent matrix _ E x 0 _ E y 0 by adding zero elements. Therefore, the Jones vector J corresponding quaternion (Jones quaternion) is expressed as
Because of jJ j ¼ 0, the inverse of J does not exist, and it is impossible to do division opera-E y :
Therefore, the Stokes quaternion can be defined as
where s ¼ ½s 1 ; s 2 ; s 3 T , thus the relationship between Stokes quaternion and Jones quaternion can be expressed as
Quaternion Description for Optical Components
When a beam of polarized light propagates through an optical element, there are three basic effects: birefringence, namely the polarization dependent phase shift; polarization dependent loss or gain (PDL\PDG); and polarization coupling, in other words, the energy coupling between orthogonal SOPs. Normally, the first two effects are considered more generally, and the third effect will usually occur in the optical fibers.
Birefringent Component (Wave Plate)
It can be assumed that the x axis of selected coordinate system is consistent with the polarization principal axis directionn 0 of the birefringent component, namelyî ¼n 0 ; then, its Jones matrix can be written as
It is easy to calculate that
Using (2), the corresponding quaternion M B can be expressed as
Taking into accountî ¼n 0
In order to distinguish between the Jones vector corresponding quaternion and the Jones matrix corresponding quaternion, we call them respectively Jones quaternion and Mueller quaternion. Please note that Mueller quaternion is not the Mueller matrix [21] corresponding quaternion.
Polarization Dependent Loss Component
It can be assumed that the x axis of selected coordinate system is consistent with the polarization principal axis directionn 0 of the polarization dependent loss component, namelyî ¼n 0 , then its transmission matrix can be written as
, and y are the optical power attenuation coefficients.
After a simple calculation and taking into accountî ¼n 0 , the corresponding Mueller quaternion M PDL can be expressed as
Synthesized considering (13) and (15), if it can be assumed that the two principal axis directions of birefringent polarization and the polarization dependent loss in an optical component are consistent, the corresponding quaternion M of common optical components can be expressed as
Equation (16) can describe all the optical propagation characteristics of optical components, such as the average attenuation, the average phase shift, polarization-dependent loss (or PDGpolarization dependent gain) and polarization-dependent phase shift. In addition, it is more concise compared with 4 Â 4 Mueller matrix.
Quaternion Description for Polarized Lights Propagating Through Optical Components
According to the theories above, we can use quaternions to fully describe the polarization properties of optical systems.
Jones quaternion methods: The relationship between the quaternion of the input polarized light and the quaternion of the output polarized light can be described as
where M is the quaternion of optical components. Stokes quaternion methods: According to (9) and (17), the output Stokes quaternion can be calculated as
where S in and S out are the input and output Stokes quaternion, respectively. Therefore the calculation formula of the Stokes quaternion can be expressed as
Substituting (16) into (19) , then (20) can be obtained as
When considering only the vector parts of S out and S in , and S in ¼ s in0 þ S in ; S out ¼ s out0 þS out , in addition, if it can be assumed that only the effect of birefringence exists in the optical component can be obtained as
Equation (21) indicates that S out is the rotation result from S in with the angle Á' around the axiŝ n 0 on Poincaré sphere.
Principle of the Birefringence Quaternion Distribution Measurement in Optical Fibers

Quaternion Description for the Backscatter Light in a Short Segment of Optical Fiber
For measurement of the local birefringence quaternion, firstly, we consider the backscatter light quaternion in a short segment of optical fiber. If S 1 is the Stokes quaternion at the reflection point, S in and S out are the Stokes quaternions of the incidence and reflected back to the input port of this segment, respectively, the birefringence quaternion (Mueller quaternion) of this segment can be described as M ¼ exp½i "
' þn 0 Á'=2. We assume that the length of this segment is short enough that its polarization rotation axisn 0 remains unchanged, and Á' is proportional to this segment length Áz, namely Á' ¼ ÁÁz, where Á is the propagation constant difference of the two orthogonal polarization directions.
According to (20) , neglecting the attenuation, S 1 can be written as follows:
Assuming that the SOP of the reflection light remains unchanged at the reflection point, and there is no energy coupling or exchange of the x and y polarized components, the SOP of the reflected back light at the input port is a further rotation from the SOP of the reflection point around the polarization rotation axis of this segment. Therefore, the relationship between the output Stokes quaternion and the input Stokes quaternion can be expressed as
Substituting (22) into (23), because both polarization rotations have the same axis, therefore according to the exponential multiplication formula of the base number quaternions, equation (24) can be obtained as
It is more concise compared with the expression of Mueller matrix.
Basic Theory of the Three Point Quaternion Method
In this paragraph, we will discuss the relationship between the output SOP change at the start point of the entire fiber and the SOP change of each short segment. Assuming that there are two adjacent short segments in a long fiber, it is shown in Fig. 2 . Generally for commercial single mode fiber, the beat length is about 5 m to 50 m, and the change of beat length accompanied by the change of polarization axis, the lengths of AB and BC should be shorter than 1 m.
Provided that S ðAÞ, S ðBÞ, and S ðCÞ are the Stokes quaternions of the position A, B, and C, according to the theoretical derivations above, the Stokes quaternion S A ðBÞ which describes the light propagating from position A to B and reflecting back to position A can be expressed as
Similarly, the Stokes quaternion S A ðCÞ, which describes the light propagating from position A to C and reflecting back to position A, can be expressed as
The three different SOP described by three quaternions S ðAÞ, S A ðBÞ, and S A ðCÞ should propagate through the same route to the start point O of the fiber, although these processes are very complicated, we still divide the whole fiber into many segments named L 1 ; L 2 ; . . . ; L N , whose Mueller quaternion is M i . In ordinary fiber, the polarization dependent loss is negligible, and the
Because the product of exponential function quaternions is still an exponential function quaternion, we let
It is proved that
Thus, the three output Stokes quaternions can be written as follows: 
Comparing (36) and (38) with (25) and (26), we can obtain the following conclusion: the rotation angle between S out ðAÞ, S out ðBÞ, and S out ðCÞ is the same as the rotation angle between S ðAÞ, S A ðBÞ, and S A ðCÞ; the rotation axisn map is a mapping ofn 0 in a new Poincaré sphere by coordinate rotation of the Poincaré sphere of local SOPs.
According the results above, the exponential term ½À2Áz þn map ð2ÁÁzÞ can be calculated out, and the calculation within every small segment is made from start point recursively. Therefore, taking advantage of the output Stokes quaternion of three adjacent points, the Stokes quaternions which describe the polarization properties of two neighboring segments in the fiber can be calculated out more concisely. This can be called the three point quaternion method.
Experiment of the Birefringence Quaternion Distribution Measurement in an Optical Fiber
The measurement system of the local birefringence quaternion distribution is shown in Fig. 3 .
The output laser beam with wavelength 1555.9 nm from Distributed Feedback (DFB) laser is modulated by a LiNbO 3 Modulator, which is driven by the pulse pattern generator (PPG). The modulated light pulse propagates through an Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA), an optical filter and an optical circulator into the fiber under test, and the backward Rayleigh scattering optical pulse of fiber propagates through another group of EDFA and optical filter. Ultimately, the Stokes parameters of the filtered backward optical pulse are measured by our self-developed high-speed SOP detection system.
In our high-speed SOP detection system, the optical pulse returned from the fiber under test is averagely divided into 4 beams by a 1 Â 4 optical fiber coupler. The optical pulse in the first path is used to detect its total power, namely Stokes parameter s 0 . In the other three paths, every optical pulse propagates through a polarization controller (PC) and a polarization beam splitter (PBS), and the output orthogonal polarized lights from PBS are detected by a differential photodetector. By calibrating the PCs of the three paths, the six output optical powers I 0 ; I 90 ; I 45 ; I À45 ; I rcp ; I lcp from the three PBS can match the corresponding polarization directions. According to the total optical power and the three output voltage values measured by the photodetectors, Stokes parameters s 0 ; s 1 ; s 2 ; s 3 could be calculated out accurately.
The backward Rayleigh scattering waveforms of Stokes parameters s 1 ; s 2 ; s 3 along a 1 km optical fiber under test are shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 5 is the output Stokes vectors evolution trace on the Poincaré sphere directly converted from the backward Rayleigh scattering waveforms.
Due to the polarization rotation angle of the backward Rayleigh scattering light in a short length Áz is two times of the true polarization rotation angle along the optical fiber under test, in order to obtain the true SOP evolution process of the input signal light along the optical fiber, the waveforms data must be processed by half-value compression in every short segment Áz. Fig. 6 is the calculated true evolution trace of Stokes vectors on the Poincaré sphere for the input signal light along the optical fiber under test.
Further, the birefringence quaternions have the ability to make Stokes vector rotate, and the exponential termn 0 ÁÁz(orn map ÁÁz) of the exponential quaternion can be calculated out. The action steps are elaborated as below.
The physical meaning of exponential birefringence quaternion is shown in Fig. 7 , wheren map is the normal vector of the plane which is defined by the endpoints of the vector S A ðzÞ, S A ðBÞ, 
Further, we define the parameters Á x , Á y , and Á z as
Þðs y 2 À s y 1 Þ:
Then, the normal vectorn map can be expressed aŝ
The three endpoints of the vector S A ðzÞ, S A ðBÞ, and S A ðCÞ can define a circle, and the coordinate of the circle center is defined as P 0 ðx 0 ; y 0 ; z 0 Þ, which can be calculated by
The radius of this circle is defined as , and the radius of Poincaré sphere is 1, thus
The chord length from endpoint S A to S C is defined as l, which can be calculated by
The angular separation of these two endpoints is defined as (radian), which can be calculated by
Therefore, if S A ðzÞ, S A ðBÞ, and S A ðCÞ are obtained, the corresponding quaternion expðn 0 ÁÁzÞ can be calculated by the three point quaternion method. Utilizing this method, the calculated results shown in Fig. 6 , the direction change of the birefringence quaternion along the optical fiber under test is shown in Fig. 8 .
It can be seen in Fig. 8 , the rotation axes of the birefringent quaternion are not equally distributed, but concentrated in two points. This result indicates that the optical fiber has some inherent birefringence and has some random variation. Fig. 9 shows the histogram for the magnitude of rotating parts in the calculated birefringence quaternions, where the average value of Á is 0.2361 m À1 , and the corresponding average beat length is 26.6 m.
Error Estimation by Quaternion Interpolation Method
In the three point quaternion method, it is assumed that the local birefringence quaternions at the three points are the same, but if a relatively large change of birefringence exists, there will be an error. To estimate this error, we proposed an error estimation method by quaternion interpolation.
Assuming that the distances among the three points A, B, and C are Áz in Fig. 10 , then the exponential term of the birefringence quaternion at these three points can be described aŝ n 0 Á 0 by the three point quaternion method. In order to estimate the error, we inserted the midpoint B' between A and B, and the midpoint C' between B and C. Then the two different exponential term of the birefringence quaternions at points (A, B', B) and points (B, C', C) can be described asn 1 Á 1 andn 2 Á 2 . Theoretically, the distances Áz=2 among these points are smaller, therefore a exponential term of a equivalent birefringence quaternionn eq Á eq calculated byn 1 Á 1 andn 2 Á 2 should be more accurate thann 0 Á 0 . The difference ¼ jðn eq Á eq Àn 0 Á 0 Þj=Á 0 can be used to express the relative error ofn 0 Á 0 .
In addition, we need to deduce the quaternion for describing the cascaded polarization optical components. When multiple optical components are cascaded, if the polarization characteristic of each component can be described by respective Mueller quaternion, the total Mueller quaternion can be described by the product of all the components Mueller quaternions. However, since each quaternion of all components is exponential type, therefore it must be considered that when two quaternions are exponentially multiplied, whether the exponential terms can be added. For this purpose, we introduce the analogous operation of Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula.
The question is that if 2 Þ is equal to expðA 1 þ A 2 Þ. Therefore, we introduce the quaternion commutative operation described by
Equation (46), shown below, can be proved easily
According to the equivalence theorem for matrix operation and quaternion operation discussed above, (47), shown below, can be proved utilizing matrix multiplication (Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula) [22] expðA
When the two quaternions have only the vector parts, a special case described by and will exist as
Obviously, when A and B have the same direction, the exponential terms can be added. This is also the basis for the deducing (22) from (21) . However, when A Â B 6 ¼ 0, the exponential terms cannot be added, but when A Â B ¼ ½A; B=2 is a small value (usually occurring in optical fibers), it means that the two vectors are approximately parallel (also known as the paraxial approximation), then by ignoring the higher order terms, the approximate result is written as
This equation is similar to the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula which is used to calculate the multiplication of the exponential matrices with the same base. We might call it the quaternion Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula under paraxial approximation. Applying (49) to the model in Fig. 10 , assuming that the Stokes quaternion at position A is expressed as S ðAÞ, and the Stokes quaternion S ðBÞ at position B evolved from point A can be written as 
As can be seen from the (56), the smaller jÁzj is, the smaller the relative error will be. Using (56) and the data shown in Fig. 6 , the relative error distribution along the optical fiber under test can be calculated out, which is shown in Fig. 11 . As can be seen from the figure, the maximal error is less than 7%, and the average error is 1.3%.
Conclusion
We proposed a method to convert Jones vector into quaternion, and proved that Stokes quaternion is double product of Jones quaternion and its Hermitian transpose. Then, the quaternion descriptions for the polarization properties of optical components with polarization dependent phase shift (birefringence) and polarization dependent loss (PDL) were discussed. Moreover, the multiplication of the exponential quaternions which describe the cascaded optical components can be expressed as Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula under paraxial approximation condition.
The quaternion theories above for polarization optics were applied in the measurement of local birefringence distribution based on our self-developed high-speed SOP detected P-OTDR system in this paper. We proved that the rotation axis of the output three adjacent points Stokes quaternions is a mapping from the rotation axis of the three adjacent reflection points Stokes quaternions in the optical fiber under test by coordinate rotation of the Poincaré sphere, and the rotation angle among the output three adjacent points is the doubleness of the rotation angle among the three adjacent reflection points in the optical fiber. Then we proposed the three point quaternion method and completed the measurement of the local birefringence distribution by these Stokes quaternions. Ultimately, we proposed a relative error estimation method based on the parallel approximate quaternion Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula of exponential quaternions. The result showed the average birefringence quaternion is 0.263/m À1 in the optical fiber under test (corresponding average beat length is 26 m), and the average relative measurement error is less than 1.3%.
